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• Provide teacher ownership of how they
are evaluated
• Ensures alignment with instruction
– Vendor assessments may not be
adequately aligned
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Based on state/national standards
Standardized administration practices
Accounts for teacher contribution
Inter-rater reliability processes used consistently
Externally validated by content experts
Process for assessment refinement used
Influences practice
3-year trend data available

Creating Assessments that are…
• Comprehensive
• Measure student growth; Pre-Post
• Time efficient
– Student administration
– Grading

• Objective and constructed response items
• Aligned with instruction & curriculum
• Reliable and valid
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• Most K-12 teachers are not adequately
prepared to create quality objective
assessments
• Battelle for Kids Survey
–

Teacher Perceptions of Own Assessment Practices (more than 6,000
teachers in Ohio and New York)

– What proportion of teachers felt they were experts in one of
the following: writing multiple choice items, writing shortshortanswer or extendedextended-response items, or designing
performance--assessment tasks?
performance

About 1/4

A.
Assessment
Development

B.
Review

Revise

Training

Revise
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1. Create Assessment Blueprint
• Identifies measureable objectives
• Indicates cognitive level to be measured
• Shows # and % of items addressing each
objective and cognitive level.
• Ensures:
• Alignment between curriculum, instruction, and
assessment
• Measurement of appropriate cognitive levels
• Breadth and depth of content

Assessment Blueprint Example
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2. Write and/or revise objective items.
– Follow 20 Golden Rules! For example:
– Rule #1: Response options should be
plausible and real.
– Rule #9: Avoid “All of the above” or “None
of the above”

3. Write and/or revise constructedresponse items.
– Develop grading rubric (Analytic or holistic)
– Align item instructions with grading
criteria.

4. Finalize:
– Write assessment directions
– Develop standard administration and
grading practices
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5. Teacher Self and Peer Review
 Revise
–

Examine alignment between Assessment
Blueprint and Assessment.
•
•
•

–

Are some objectives overly assessed?
Are cognitive levels appropriate?
Are items weighted appropriately?

Standardized administration and grading

6. Cognitive Interview with Target
Students
 Revise
– 3 students at varying ability
– Student “talks aloud” about what they are
thinking while “taking” the test.
– Identifies how students may misinterpret
questions.
– Eliminates potential error.
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7. Expert Review
Revise
– Blueprint and Assessment Alignment
•
•

–
–
–
–

Content representation
Cognitive levels

Quality of items
Clarity of directions
Readability
Format, length

8. Pretest Data Analysis
– Administer Pretest
– Conduct item analysisRevise
• Examine quality of items
• Revise for Post test

– Generate student reports
• Used to develop SLOs
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Standardized administration practices
Accounts for teacher contribution
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Externally validated by content experts
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Influences practice
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• Dr. Rachel Vannatta Reinhart
– rvanna@bgsu.edu
– 419-372-0451

• Dr. Toni Sondergeld
– tsonder@bgsu.edu
– 419-372-3840
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